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I never realized I had a strong opinion about my writing graphics organizers revealing my students until a few years ago when I worked closely with other teachers (I worked as an ESOL teacher who supported students in writing). Each writing urges students to be given a specialized graphic organizer (and very cute) to go with it. The
problem is that graphic organizers are super dedicated to quick and cannot be moved. On this post, I want to share a very generic and basic writing graphics organizer that I use and why I prefer this over very specific organizers. Why Is Generic Writing Graphic Organizer? First let me decide what I mean genericly. In this case, generic
means that a graphic organizer can be used to plan any prompt or any writing in that genre. Same graphic organizers are not specific to prompts or topics. Why do I use generic writing graphic organizers? Using an instantly unspecified generic graphics organizer allows students to connect organizers with the genre of writing,
characteristics and characteristics of that genre, and how to develop topics in that genre. Using generic graphic organizers that focus on genres (versus prompts or topics) will help students understand and remember the writing genres and what aspects each genre is effective and attractive to readers. By using generic writing graphic
organizers (not specific), students use the same organizer repeatedly for the same genre (modifying them in accordance with their specific needs as authors). Why Write Graphic Organizer? Now that I've explained I'm taking how writing graphic organizers should be generic and not immediately specific, let's dive into the next features- the
organizers of writing that your students use regularly should be fundamental. Here's why: Students should be able to easily create or recreate organizers. They cannot rely on being given specific graphic organizers. Students should also be able to modify and add to the organizer as required based on prompts/topics/tasks (and feel
confident in doing so). For this reason, my writing graphic organizers are not complex and they are not enough. However, they are easily recreated and modified by students. Students are able to take ownership of the incest process and organization and make them themselves. Using my Graphic Organizer provides copies of graphic
organizers for the first two writings in the genre and we discuss organizers in detail and how it relates back to the genre. Because we usually go through a complete writing of the genre together, the graphic organizers also serves as a guide or model for students. When students start new esays, they sketch the organizers in their
notebooks by drawing three boxes, labeling each one (or not- I really leave this to the students), and and down their ideas. This can greatly be transferred to any writing situation. Since students are used to create (and modify as needed) their own organizers, they are more likely to plan and brainstepret to write situations that aren't
teacher-supported or driven—state tests for example. About Writing Graphic Organizer Every organizer I have three boxes. This is offensive. I want my students to look at the relationship between the genre and that each has identification, body, and conclusion - although purposes and details include varying from genre to genre. I will
share details based on how I usually have my students complete the organizer. This varies from year to year based on expectation writing from state standards or tests, my student needs, and what resonates with them as writers. The best part about using these generic and simple graphic organizers is their flexibility. My Narrative Writing
organizers have included several different types of organizers. Often, I use startup, middle, and end organizers with 3rd 3rd readers and introduction, middle, and conclusions with 4th and 5th grinrs. In that introduction, students plan how they will connect readers into their stories and get them interested. In body parts, students can plan
major events, challenges, problems, trial solutions, or final solutions. What all happens in this section depends on what students intend to write. To his conclusion, students plan how they will leave the author. Will they offer advice, will they directly express lessons, will they end it with humor or reflection, etc.? Organizer of
Persuasion/Opinion Again, the organizer has three main sections. This varies based on the organizer you choose, but I usually use a position statement labeled, Support/Reason, and Conclusions. Position Statement – This is the punishment of their persuasive writing topics. They clearly plan exactly how they will express their position or
claim in this section (for no more reasons). We're talking about how this is also part of the introduction (connecting it back to narrative writing so they can see the connection). Support / Reason – In this section, students can contribute all reasons, evidence, and details to support only their specific positions in this section. OR Students can
create T-charts and incest reasons to support both their positions and counter-positions. This is useful for students who do not have or a strong position yet and need help making decisions. Conclusion – For conclusions, students often choose the same or popular causes that support contrary to their positions for the counter. They can
also offer advice or raise questions back to readers to get them to reflect the topic of essay. Related Post: Want some free writing prompts? Click here to grab my student favorite! Organizers of Maximal Writing and finally, our information writing organizers have also (you guess) three boxes. I usually use those who are labeled
identification, supporting details, and conclusions. For the support details section, my students usually organize further this section depending on the topic and writing structure. Description – map bubbles Compare and Contrast - venn Chronological Order diagrams - ordered lists of Problems and Solutions – vary depending on if the focus
is on the problem or how to solve the Causes and Effects problem - the sequence of event diagrams showing the causes and effects of events How To Students Who Need More Support? One of the best parts (in my opinion) organizers of this simple graphic that you can easily modify them to add a little or lot of support needed. Here are
some ways I've modified simple graphic organizers for students who really need them: add in some questions to help guide them or to help them reflect (Example: What are the main events in your story? What will happen next?) Add in some blank lists numbered or bulleted. (Example: In the support section of persuading writing
organizers, I can add three bullets to help remind them that they need three strong reasons. I can also go further and add two smaller bullets under each bullet to show that they need two examples to support each reason. Provide a complete example for students to use as models. As I mentioned earlier, we complemented the organizers
together for our first essay in the new genre. These organizers usually become student models can refer back. I can also provide other models as needed. Download FREE Writing Graphic Organizer **Are you sold again using a generic, basic graphic organizer? If so, click here or on the image below to download the writing graphics
organizer I use (with some versions for the narrative organizer and some of the notes added to the persuading and informative organizers). More Useful Writing Articles and Resources How I Teach To Write in the 5th Grade Types of Teaching Writing How To Get Students Excited to Write Free Prompts To Write A Persuasion Creating a
Writing Portfolio (Free Form) Writing Option Boards Involving Holiday and Seasonal Writing Prompts (TpT Products) Prompts External Writing #14 and Activities (TpT Product) Now that the prompts have been introduced and students are already introduced Graphics for Narrative Writing. This mini-lesson is suitable for any writing
curriculum and is part of a series of mini teaching for writers' workshops designed for sliding through the writing process. WHY SHOULD I USE A GRAPHICS ORGANIZER? Graphic organizers will not only organize student thinking, but also remind authors to include esay parts. It helps keep the essence flow when writing rough drafts.
HOW DO I CHOOSE THE CORRECT GRAPHIC ORGANIZER? Knowing that you want students to make 5 paragraphs, choose a graphic organizer that provides an area to include identification, 3 paragraphs of the body, and conclusions so that the authors can collect their minds and establish their esays. WHERE CAN I GET A
GRAPHIC ORGANIZER? Click the picture above or click HERE for some free organizers to place in your writing center. CAN STUDENTS CREATE THEIR OWN GRAPHIC ORGANIZERS? Once students are getting used to the required esay parts and using graphic organizers, I like to allow them to choose from a variety of organizers
who work well for that type of writing or create them themselves. They may want to make different shapes (even those related to their writing). They get very creative! Having students own their organizers will help them remember the essays set up for future assignments and make it fun for them. HOW CAN I HELP DIFFERENT NEEDS
IN MY CLASSROOM? Most classrooms have students with different needs. Some students need lines and others don't. Some require main lines or large spaces whereas others prefer small lines to write more. I designed 90+ writing graphics organizers with all these kiddos in mind. There are different graphic organizers for paragraphs
and essays. You will find various formats and distances. Print them down and allow students to choose the one that best suits their needs! Do you want the idea of setting up a writing center? Click HERE. I hope you get some ideas for your students! Continue exploring the mini lessons below! Check out my FREE writing masterclass!
CLICK HERE THE FINAL LESSON: WRITE A MINI LESSON #13- SET THE GOAL OF WRITING THE NEXT LESSON: WRITE A MINI lessON #15-PLOT SONG! CLICK HERE FOR A FULL LIST OF MINI LESSONS All these ideas are included in the Step-BY-Step Writing Notebook® with mini lessons for paragraphs, narratives,
opinions, and informational writing designed for scaffolding through the writing process. It includes major charts for teaching, interactive notebook pages for taking notes, modelling stories, mentoring text, practice sheets, tracking forms, goal shapes, prompts, and more! Click on the picture below to find out how to motivate students and
improve test scores with this year's STEP-BY-STEP writing program®! I can't praise this resource enough!!! I want to give a 5-star rating in each category. It the most comprehensive and interesting source of writing I have ever had using. This purchase is worth every penny!!!! Thank you so much for making it available! - Tina ROCK N'
WRITE! Write! Write!
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